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[January where K^ is the number ofGYTn of shape fi and type a.
It should be noted that this formula follows immediately from the fact that e x = YJX (sign x)/z Ta and h x = Yav^n&v^ where the /i's and the e's are respectively the complete homogeneous symmetric functions and the Schur functions, since {h x \X \-n] and {e x \X \-n} are linearly independent sets. However, since one of our uses of the theorem is to prove just this connection between the /Î'S and the e's, we want to prove the theorem from first principles. To do this we state a number of lemmas and outline some of their proofs.
Let S be the partial ordering on {X \-n) given by X ^ fi iff Let m(a, ƒ?) be the number of matrices with entries 0 and 1 with the sum of the ith row being a f , the sum of thejth column being jSj. . From (i), (ii), and (iii), it follows that X teSn (sign T)W(T • X, a) is the number of A G M{X, a) satisfying the condition in (iii). Now to each such AeM{X, a) associate the array n of shape 1 and type a letting the kth column of 7c consist of those j such that a kj = 1 (where A = (a l7 )), ordered in increasing fashion down the column. It is not difficult to show that % is a GYT, and that every GYT of shape 1 and type a arises in this way, proving the result. It should be noted at this point that for the same reason as is given in the proof of the above corollary, it follows from Lemma 3 that K Xa does not depend on the order of the entries in a.
Finally, we prove the theorem. But by what we have proved already, we can take a Xvi = K^,b ktl = m(A,/i), so we are done.
Note. This inversion formula is similar to a Möbius inversion, for it is equivalent to the fact that the functions (/>(2, /J) = K^ and i/^(A, JJ) = ZteSn s.t. T*A=jt( s ig n T ) are inverse to each other in the incidence algebra of {k\X \-n) with respect to the ordering :g.
